
 

53) Best New Event 
 

 



 
 

1) Overview Information: 

 

A). Introduction and background of main event  

 

Boulevardia is a brand new beer, food, music and beer festival that debuted over Father’s Day 

Weekend, June 13 - 15. It is a country within a country – that just happens to be in the middle of 

the nation in Kansas City. Boulevardia offered a delightful departure from the everyday. A very 

happy happening. A whole lotta hubbub. Boulevardia set out to quench citizens’ thirst for 

adventure. We offered a staycation and a vacation. Boulevardia was close to home, but far 

beyond expectations. Our guests were offered endless points (and pints) of interest to keep them 

busy within our borders, including:  

 Craft beer from near and far 

 29 Bands on Two Stages 

 Handcrafted goods from local artisans in our Makers Market 

 Great tastes from a selection of mobile eateries 

 City sights to be viewed from atop our Ferris Wheel 

 An eco-expo featuring local green organizations, games and more 

 Cycling including a Century Ride, Bike Valet and Safety Course for kids 

 Our signature event included our Taps & Tastes Experience, a separately ticketed 

event featuring 45 Breweries from Around the World and 10 of Kansas City’s 

most acclaimed chefs and restaurateurs  

 

 

B). Description and purpose/ objective of new event:  

 

Boulevardia was created as a small country with big ambitions. We believe a desirable society 

stands on principle and aspires higher. Boulevardia wasn’t meant to be an everyday experience. 

It was a gathering unlike any other, one that elevated and combined the best aspects of beer, food 

and music festivals to relentlessly reward all who crossed over our borders. It honored the rich 

past of our grounds while setting the agenda for future celebrations and sharing our commitment 

to important causes.  



We chose our dates because by June, summer is starting to crank into full swing. The sun’s out 

but not melting us yet. What better a season to savor everything this festival is about? And while 

we’re paying tribute to the things that make our nation great, our founding fathers also thought it 

a fine idea to tip their hats to all fathers. We figured if there’s anyone who would appreciate a 

relaxing holiday weekend the Boulevardia way, it’s a dad. So we chose Father’s Day Weekend, 

June 13 – 15. 

  

We chose Kansas City’s Historic West Bottoms because this lively neighborhood has always 

been where the action is. One of the oldest areas of Kansas City, the West Bottoms began as a 

site for trade and was a receiving point for goods traveling on steamships up the Missouri River. 

Alongside the railroads, stockyards developed in the 1870s and a whole city full of hotels, 

restaurants and bars soon grew around them. Over the years the West Bottoms has seen its share 

of ups and downs, but it’s vibrant again and we wanted to host our party nowhere else. 

 

We know there’s too much trouble and disagreement throughout the rest of the world, so far be it 

from us to add to any unrest. We wanted Boulevardia to make people happy. Our nation 

function’s most effectively seeing people from all walks of life and of all ages, races, styles and 

personalities come together with the same motivations. We know from experience that there’s 

power in diversity and it fuels everything we do to provide for our own. Besides, it’s a heck of a 

lot more interesting too. 

 

C). Target audience and attendance/ number of participants:  

 

Boulevardia's target audience was just about everyone. Our basic target audience was ages 21-

54, male and female, because the craft beer world is full of fans from both genders. Beer 

discriminates against no one. And because Boulevardia took place on Father's Day weekend we 

knew fathers would appreciate a special holiday but we also knew they’d bring family and 

friends along too. With our wide range of offerings, from a Family Carnival and Eco-Expo to the 

Makers Market and world-class entertainment, Boulevardia offered something for everyone. In 

total, 35,000 guest citizens visited our inaugural pop-up nation representing 37 different states.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



D). Overall revenue/ expense budget of event: 

 

Income 2014 

Beverage Sales 202,000 

Gate Sales 354,350 

Sponsor Income 180,000 

Vendor Income 13,100 

Misc. 8,500 

  

Total Budgeted Income 757,950 

  

Expenses 2014 

Cost of Goods 34,000 

Advertising 7,300 

Taps and Tastes  7,500 

Contributions 15,000 

Cleaning 7,000 

Sustainablility/Childrens 33,420 

Equipment 130,600 

Insurance/License/Permits 9,721 

Entertainment 140,200 

Printing 20,000 

Professional Fees 122,257 

Venue 10,000 

Volunteer 6,000 

Area Expenses 16,600 

Misc. 25,000 

  

Total Budgeted Expenses 584,598 

  

  

Total Budgeted Revenues 173,352 



 

E). Duration of program (start to finish):   

 

Our borders were open during Father’s Day Weekend, Friday, June 13 – Sunday, June 15. We 

allowed guests to come and go from 5 p.m. - 11 p.m. on Friday, 11 a.m. - 11 p.m. on Saturday 

and 12 p.m. – 6 p.m. on Sunday.  

 

F). Description of sponsor/ charity/ volunteer/ school/ other group involvement with event and 

benefits to each 

 

Boulevardia made it a mission from Day 1 to involve our Kansas City community as well as 

introduce new partners to our well-deserving citizens. We are proud to have a long list of 

supporting sponsors that includes: 

 Boulevard Brewing Company 

 Central States Beverage Company 

 The Kansas City Neighborhood Tourist Development Fund 

 Chipotle 

 Sporting Kansas City 

 Sprint 

 Farmland Foods 

 Applebee's 

 UMB 

 CFM, Purair Carbonation, Shoppa's Mid America, Waller Truck Co, Greenability 

Magazine, Planet Sub, The Capital Grille, Local Pig Charcuterie, Ink, 96.5 the 

Buzz, VisitKC, Grandstand, O'Neill Marketing and Event Management, 

Propaganda3, Liquid9, Whiskey Design, Emfluence & Deffenbaugh Industries.  

 

Our great sponsors received exposure to a diverse Kansas City community along with brand 

activation on-site at our event, including special sponsor areas and spaces for Chipotle, Sporting 

Kansas City, Sprint, Farmland Foods and Applebee’s. Our sponsors aligned themselves with a 

unique brand dedicated to highlighting Kansas City and showcasing our community and its 

citizens, makers, brewers, chefs, workers and others.  

 

Boulevardia had over 900 volunteers donate their time to helping govern and run our great pop 

up nation. In return for their time they received an additional ticket for a guest or for another day, 

a t-shirt and other benefits. Along with our dedicated volunteers, Boulevardia invited local non-

profit organizations to volunteer at our bars and collect a percentage of the profits for their 

dedicated time and work. After our inaugural event, Boulevardia will have donated over $25,000 

to local non-profit groups including Midwest Foster Care and Adoption Association, Midwest 

Music Foundation, KC Pet Project, SocialHeart, KCOI Boulevard Bike Team, Cultivate KC, 

SKC Victory Project, Children’s Mercy Oncology and Cancer Action. 

 



 

G). What makes the event unique and creative?  

 

Boulevardia aimed to impress but we also aimed to be something no one had seen before. We’re 

not just a beer festival. We’re not just a music festival. We’re not just a food festival. We take 

the best elements of all those events and combine them into one space, a community space where 

people can have fun, learn, try new things, have adventures and celebrate their city.  

Our beer came from 45 different breweries from around the world. Our food came from some of 

Kansas City’s most renowned chefs and restaurant groups. Our music featured world-class artists 

like Capital Cities, BoDeans, Catfish and the Bottlemen, Robert DeLong, Wild Feathers and 

almost two dozen of Kansas City’s best local artists. 

 

We try to take the best of beer, food and music festivals and create one event. One nation. 

Boulevardia. 

 

H). Overall effectiveness/ success of the event:  

 

Boulevardia was successful from a marketing and branding standpoint, a public relations 

standpoint, a social standpoint and a financial standpoint. Our sponsors were pleased, we reached 

and exceeded our attendance goals and our budget numbers were exceeded, allowing us to create 

a reserve fund for future years, so we can properly prepare for weather, unexpected issues, etc. 

 

Our social response was extremely positive as well and we hope we’ve created an event that 

citizens of Kansas City can be proud of and an event that appeals to travelers from near and far.  

 

Media Feedback: 

 

http://www.dcbeer.com/news/get-out-town-dcbeer-invades-kcmo-boulevardia 

http://www.kansascity.com/entertainment/ent-columns-blogs/back-to-

rockville/article556830/Boulevardia-festival-gets-it-right-the-first-time-with-a-lively-mix-of-

local-and-national-bands.html 

  

http://www.dcbeer.com/news/get-out-town-dcbeer-invades-kcmo-boulevardia
http://www.kansascity.com/entertainment/ent-columns-blogs/back-to-rockville/article556830/Boulevardia-festival-gets-it-right-the-first-time-with-a-lively-mix-of-local-and-national-bands.html
http://www.kansascity.com/entertainment/ent-columns-blogs/back-to-rockville/article556830/Boulevardia-festival-gets-it-right-the-first-time-with-a-lively-mix-of-local-and-national-bands.html
http://www.kansascity.com/entertainment/ent-columns-blogs/back-to-rockville/article556830/Boulevardia-festival-gets-it-right-the-first-time-with-a-lively-mix-of-local-and-national-bands.html


2) Supporting Materials 

 

 
  



 



 


